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Abstract12

The primary objective of the German TanDEM-X mission is the generation of a13

globally available, highly accurate and detailed digital elevation model (DEM),14

with the final product having 12 m posting, 2 m relative and 10 m absolute15

vertical accuracy. The first version of this global DEM has been finalized by the16

German Aerospace Center (DLR), in September 2016. Our experience with the17

experimental application of non-local means filters to TanDEM-X data suggests18

that TanDEM-X has the potential of producing DEMs of even higher resolution19

and accuracy. The goal of this investigation is to explore the possibility of20

employing non-local InSAR filters to achieve an effective resolution of 6 m, with21

an equivalent posting, and a relative height error below 0.8 m, i.e. an increase22

of quality by a factor of 2 × 2 in resolution and a factor of 2 m/0.8 m = 2.5 in23

height accuracy — all in all one order of magnitude.24

Keywords: TanDEM-X, non-local filtering, interferometric SAR, phase25

noise, digital elevation models26

1. Introduction27

The primary objective of the German TanDEM-X mission Krieger et al.28

(2007) is the generation of a globally available, highly accurate and detailed29
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Table 1: Resolution and accuracy requirements of the standard global TanDEM-X DEM and

the HDEM Hoffmann et al. (2016).

Independent

pixel spac-

ing

Absolute horizontal

and vertical

accuracies (90 %)

Relative vertical

accuracy (90 % linear

point-to-point)

(global)

TanDEM-X

DEM

12 m (0.4′′

at equator)

10 m 2 m (slope ≤ 20 %)

4 m (slope > 20 %)

(local)

TanDEM-X

HDEM

6 m (0.2′′

at equator)

10 m goal: 0.8 m (90 %

random height error)

digital elevation model (DEM), with the final product having 12 m posting, 2 m30

relative and 10 m absolute vertical accuracy Hoffmann et al. (2016). The first31

version of this global DEM has been finalized by the authors’ institution, the32

German Aerospace Center (DLR), in September 2016. Due to sophisticated33

geometric calibration this global DEM exceeds the required absolute accuracy34

by an order of magnitude. Our first preliminary experiments with TanDEM-35

X data and processing with the earliest non-local InSAR filter Deledalle et al.36

(2011) suggest that TanDEM-X has the potential of producing DEMs of much37

higher resolution and accuracy (see Table 1). The goal of this investigation is38

to explore the possibility of achieving a resolution of 6 m and a relative error of39

0.8 m, i.e. an increase of quality by a factor of 2× 2 in resolution and a factor of40

2 m/0.8 m = 2.5 in accuracy — all in all one order of magnitude. The TanDEM-41

X mission scenario accounts for such requirements by acquiring so-called HDEM42

data with larger interferometric baselines for selected areas of the world. In this43

paper we investigate non-local (NL) InSAR filters as an alternative approach44

for increasing resolution while at the same time even better suppressing phase45

noise, compared to the default Boxcar filter.46
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In the TanDEM-X production workflow we distinguish between “Raw DEMs”,47

i.e. DEMs generated from every individual bistatic interferometric TanDEM-X48

data pair, and the final DEM product for which Raw DEMs are calibrated,49

mosaicked and fused. The requirements on posting and accuracies of Table 150

refer to the final DEM. In this paper we work on individual scenes, i.e. on the51

Raw DEM level. Hence, any error assessment cannot directly refer to the re-52

quirements cited in Table 1, but is always relative to the standard TanDEM-X53

Raw DEMs.54

Raw DEMs have an extent of about 30 km × 50 km. The whole Earth land-55

mass has been mapped at least twice so that about 470,000 interferometric56

scenes have been acquired adding up to more than three petabytes of data.57

SAR and InSAR processing of all TanDEM-X data (i.e. bistatic SAR focusing,58

interferogram generation, phase unwrapping and geocoding) is performed by59

DLR’s Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) Breit et al. (2010); Fritz et al.60

(2011); Lachaise et al. (2014). The large data volume of TanDEM-X necessi-61

tates employing computationally tractable processing algorithms in the ground62

segment. This way, the ITP is able to process 1,300 scenes or Raw DEMs per63

day when simple single-baseline phase unwrapping is used or more than 40064

when the dual-baseline phase unwrapping correction Lachaise et al. (2014) is65

applied. In particular, a conventional 5 × 5 or 7 × 5 (depending on range res-66

olution) boxcar filter denoises the interferometric phase. Whereas such a filter67

fulfills the TanDEM-X resolution and accuracy requirements (Table 1), by its68

very nature it also degrades the effective resolution of the stripmap acquisition69

from 3 m to about 12 m.70

In this paper we investigate to which extent NL filters can improve TanDEM-71

X DEM quality. The NL filtering principle, first introduced by Buades et al.72

has become the foundation for most state-of-the-art denoising algorithms due73

its strong noise reduction and detail preservation. We call the resulting Raw74

DEM a “Prime Raw DEM” in allusion to its enhanced quality. An additional75

benefit of NL filters is the large number of pixels they include in their esti-76

mate, leading to a less biased and noisy coherence estimates Touzi et al. (1999).77
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A more accurate coherence estimate can then possibly aid subsequent phase78

unwrapping. The final TanDEM-X DEM mosaicked from several Raw Prime79

DEMs will be referred to as “Prime DEM”. It should meet — or be close to80

— the HDEM requirements of Table 1 and will be the focus of another paper81

of the authors. This NL processing concept can also be applied to the HDEM82

acquisitions to further improve those data. As a last note, we found that NL83

filters to be computationally tractable even for large area processing, which is84

of relevance given the large data volume of the TanDEM-X mission.85

In contrast to local neighborhood filters, NL filters use comparatively large86

areas for denoising a single pixel by a weighted average. The weights them-87

selves are a function of a similarity measure, which helps to avoid smoothing88

over edges or other features. These two characteristics combined result in the89

aforementioned remarkable performance.90

We use two versions of the NL filter, denoted “NL-InSAR”, as described91

in Deledalle et al. (2011), and “NL-SAR”Deledalle et al. (2015). We show92

that NL-InSAR meets the requirements, but produces terrace-like artifacts on93

sloped terrain. NL-SAR avoids these artifacts but will be shown to be inferior to94

NL-InSAR in terms of resolution. We analyze these nonlocal filters using sim-95

ulations, akin to the experiments in Deledalle et al. (2011), and by comparing96

the NL-filtered TanDEM-X Prime RAW DEMs at 6 m pixel spacing with the97

standard TanDEM-X 12 m Raw DEM. As sampling the standard TanDEM-X98

12 m Raw DEM at 6 m provides no additional information, due to the boxcar99

filter’s footprint, such a comparison is not included. The results suggest that100

the improved Raw DEMs fulfill or are at least close to the HDEM specifications101

— aside from the terrace effect for which we suggest an initial solution.102

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In chapter II we review103

the concept of NL InSAR filtering, taking NL-InSAR Deledalle et al. (2011) as104

an example, and show some of the trade-offs NL filters have to make between105

noise reduction and detail preservation. Chapter III is devoted to the appeal of106

NL filters for DEM generation: the high achievable effective number of looks and107

the less biased coherence estimate. In chapter IV we showcase the difficulties108
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that NL filters face when processing areas with pronounced fringes. Chapter V109

analyzes two existing NL filters in terms of bias and noise reduction for their110

applicability to DEM generation on synthetic data. DEM examples from single111

TanDEM-X interferograms are presented in chapter VI.112

The assessment of the real resolution of InSAR DEMs is a intricate topic.113

Due to the particular SAR imaging geometry there is no such thing as a DEM114

point response function. Overlay leads to a superposition of multiple scatterers115

and geocoding from the SAR coordinates range and azimuth to a DEM’s longi-116

tude and latitude mixes the response of several pixels. Instead we use simulated117

step responses to assess the resolution of the filtered phase functions.118

2. Non-local InSAR Filtering119

2.1. The Non-local Filtering Concept120

The NL-means concept proposed in Buades et al. (2005b, 2010) takes ad-121

vantage of the inherent redundancy in natural images. In other words, natural122

images often have repetitive features such as edges, lines or points, which can123

jointly be used for denoising.124

Figure 1 contrasts the non-local filtering concept to convolutional (a) and125

adaptive filters (b), which both use a connected neighborhood of pixels for fil-126

tering. NL filters redefine this spatial neighborhood of a target pixel t (green in127

Figure 1) to a neighborhood in the patch space, where search pixels s, whose sur-128

rounding patches are more similar to the patch around t play a more significant129

role in the denoising process, regardless of their actual spatial distance. Close130

pixels in this generalized patch-based neighborhood, which can have arbitrary131

spatial positions (c), are then used to estimate the value at t.132

Given a noisy image v on a discrete grid S: v = {vs|s ∈ S}, the estimated133

value v̂t,NL of a target pixel t is computed as a weighted average of all the pixels134

in the image135
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(a) Local (b) Adaptive (c) Non-local

Figure 1: Local vs. non-local concepts. Green: target pixel to be estimated, yellow: pixels

considered to be similar to the target pixel. (a) rectangular window (local); (b) adaptive —

but still local — window; (c) non-local set of pixels.

v̂t,NL =
∑
s∈S

w(t, s)vs , (1)

where the weight w(t, s) depends on the distance in the patch space of the136

pixels t and s and has to satisfy 0 ≤ w(t, s) ≤ 1 and
∑
s∈S

w(t, s) = 1. In practice,137

due to computational constraints, the search for similar pixels is limited to138

a sufficiently large search window. In this case the symbol S in Equation (1)139

denotes the search window instead of the whole image. The distance in the patch140

space, i.e. the measure of patch similarity, is a function of the imaging process’s141

noise characteristics. For example, if the underlying process is Gaussian and the142

weights are the normalized inverses of the variances of the pixels, Equation (1)143

is in fact the Maximum Likelihood Estimate. The problem though is how to144

estimate these weights. The original NL means algorithm Buades et al. (2005a)145

used the Euclidean distance between patches, weighted by a Gaussian kernel,146

to compute the similarity; this approach is not optimal for non-additive or147

non-Gaussian noise, as is the case for InSAR data. In Deledalle et al. (2011)148

Deledalle et al. introduced a method adapted to InSAR statistics, leading to149

the approach described in the following.150

The algorithm is akin to an Expectation Maximization approach, resulting in151

estimates of reflectivity, coherence and phase for each pixel, which are iteratively152
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refined. In the following we distinguish between the amplitude of a pixel, i.e.153

the measured quantity including speckle, and its reflectivity, i.e. its expectation154

value.155

2.2. Non-local InSAR Filtering (following Deledalle et al. (2011))156

For determining a weight the two patches around the two concerned pixels157

are checked for similarity. The patches corresponding to the target pixel t and158

the search pixel s are denoted by O∆t
and O∆s

, respectively. The purpose of159

the similarity check is to find the likelihood that the examined patch and the160

target patch are both noisy versions of the same noiseless patch, i.e. they are161

two realizations of the same stochastic process.162

Let Ot,k = (At,k, A
′
t,k, φt,k) and Os,k = (As,k, A

′
s,k, φs,k) be the observations163

of the kth pixel in O∆t and O∆s , respectively, where164

• A is the amplitude of the first (master) image,165

• A′ is the amplitude of the second (slave) image, and166

• φ is the interferometric phase.167

Θt,k = (Rt,k, βt,k, γt,k) denotes the set of true values (expectations) of the three168

parameters at the kth pixel in the patch O∆t
surrounding pixel t: the reflectivity169

Rt,k, the interferometric phase βt,k and the coherence γt,k. The expectations of170

the amplitudes of the master and the slave images are assumed to be identical.171

The similarity is expressed as the conditional likelihood of observing Ot,k172

and Os,k given that the true parameters Θt,k and Θs,k of the target and search173

pixel are identical. Assuming circular Gaussian scattering this leads to Deledalle174

et al. (2011):175

p(Ot,k, Os,k|Θt,k = Θs,k) =

√
C

B

3(
A+B

A

√
B

A−B
− arcsin

√
B

A

)
, (2)

where176
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A =
(
A2

t,k +A′2t,k +A2
s,k +A′2s,k

)2
,

B = 4
(
A2

t,kA
′2
t,k +A2

s,kA
′2
s,k + 2At,kA

′
t,kAs,kA

′
s,k cos (φt,k − φs,k)

)
and

C = At,kA
′
t,kAs,kA

′
s,k .

(3)

Instead of just using the similarity likelihood, Deledalle et al. (2011) followed a177

Bayesian approach and combined the similarity likelihood with a prior term to178

compute the a posteriori probability that two pixels are equal given a certain179

observation180

p(Θt,k = Θs,k|O) ∝ p(Ot,k, Os,k|Θt,k = Θs,k)× p(Θt,k = Θs,k) , (4)

where the prior p(Θt,k = Θs,k) is iteratively estimated and is given by181

p(Θt,k = Θs,k) = exp

[
− 1

T
SDKL

(
Θ̂i−1

t,k , Θ̂
i−1
s,k

)]
, (5)

with T being a smoothing parameter and SDKL

(
Θ̂i−1

t,k , Θ̂
i−1
s,k

)
being the sym-182

metrical Kullback-Leibler divergence, which depends on the estimate Θ̂i−1 of183

the previous iteration.184

For two zero-mean complex circular Gaussian distributions it is given by

SDKL

(
Θ̂i−1

t,k , Θ̂
i−1
s,k

)
=

4

π

[
R̂t,k

R̂s,k

(
1− γ̂t,kγ̂s,k cos(β̂t,k − β̂s,k)

1− γ̂2
s,k

)
(6)

+
R̂s,k

R̂t,k

(
1− γ̂s,kγ̂t,k cos(β̂s,k − β̂t,k)

1− γ̂2
t,k

)
− 2

]
. (7)

For the sake of brevity we omit the iteration index i for all quantities.185

The weight of the patch centered on t is then given by the product over186

all pixel a posteriori probabilities, which for numerical stability reasons can be187

written the sum over the logarithms188

w(t, s) = exp
∑
k

[
log

1

h
p(Os,k, Ot,k|Θt,k = Θs,k)− 1

T
SDKL

(
Θ̂i−1

t,k , Θ̂
i−1
s,k

)]
,

(8)
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with h being a second smoothing parameter.189

With every iteration the weights are refined by the Kullback-Leibler diver-190

gence. Figure 2 shows the phase estimate after n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5} iterations for a191

sudden phase jump and a nonlinear smooth phase transition, while the reflectiv-192

ity is constant and the coherence γ was set to 0.8. For both scenarios the initial193

estimate is an oversmoothed version of the original phase. With increasing194

iteration count the curvature of the estimate increases due to the more discrim-195

inant weights. For a distinct phase jump this is the desired result, whereas for196

the nonlinear smooth case more iterations tend to over-amplify curvature (see197

zoom-in in Figure 2).

Figure 2: NL-InSAR phase estimates after n = 1, 2, 3, and 5 iterations for a jump in phase

(left) and a nonlinear smooth transition (right). Parameters: γ = 0.8, h = 12, T = 6. With

increasing iteration count transitions change from being oversmoothed to becoming more and

more abrupt.

198

The filtering parameters h and t are crucial as they define the trade-off be-199

tween bias and variance. Figure 3 illustrates for different values of h the expected200

value of the phase estimate and its variance for a jump in phase with constant201

reflectivity and coherence (γ = 0.8) after the first iteration of NL-InSAR. For202

small values of h the phase estimates follow more closely the true phase. The203

price to pay is a weaker noise reduction, as shown by the standard deviation204

plot. Along the edge the noise reduction is less effective since fewer similar205

patches are available. Figure 4 further shows the impact h has on the phase206

standard deviation, which directly translates into height errors in the generated207
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DEM. We chose h = 12 with a patch size of 7 × 7 for our implementation,208

as in the original paper, and will show later that the resolution of this filter is209

sufficient (after 5 — 6 iterations). The reasoning for selecting T is similar and210

will therefore not be covered independently.211

Figure 3: Bias-variance trade-off after the first iteration of NL-InSAR without any prior

knowledge. The expected value (left) is closer to the true phase for smaller, whereas the

standard deviation (right) increases.

Figure 4: Phase standard deviation for a constant phase depending on h and different values

of the coherence after the first iteration of NL-InSAR. For the remainder of the paper we use

h = 12.
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2.3. Equivalent Number of Looks of Non-local InSAR Filters212

The equivalent number of looks achievable by a non-local InSAR filter —

like every weighted average — is bounded by

L(t) ≤

(∑
s∈S

w(t, s)

)2

∑
s∈S

w(t, s)
2 < |S| , (9)

where |S| stands for the number of pixels in the search window. The limit would213

only be reached, if all the search pixels were realizations of the same process.214

The right hand side limit |S| cannot be achieved at all, because it would require215

that all weights are identical 1/|S|. Since the weights are estimated from noisy216

data, they are noisy themselves and never equal.217

In this remainder of this section we analyze the noise reduction power of the218

original NL-InSAR filter in terms of effective number of looks and its impact on219

the coherence estimate. We fixed the patch size to 7× 7, the search window to220

21× 21 pixels, set h = 12 and T = 6 and used five iterations.221

As mentioned in the introduction, our goal is an improvement of noise re-222

duction by a factor of at least 2.5 compared to the standard processing by a223

5× 5 boxcar filter (as mostly used in standard TanDEM-X processing). Hence,224

our target is to achieve an effective number of looks of L = 5×5× (2.5)
2 ≈ 156,225

approximately equivalent to a boxcar filter of 13× 13 = 169.226

To gain an understanding of the level of improvement that can be achieved227

by NL-InSAR, simulations with constant interferometric phase but different228

coherence levels γ were conducted. This is the best case scenario for non-local229

filters as they can take full advantage of their large search windows and can serve230

as an upper bound on what level of improvement can be achieved. Figure 5(a)231

contrasts the noise standard deviation (STD) of the NL-InSAR filter output as232

a function of coherence γ to the results of boxcar filters of different sizes. The233

NL curve follows approximately the one of a 17× 17 boxcar filter. The ratio of234

phase STDs of a 5 × 5 boxcar and the NL filter at different coherence levels is235

constant and equals approximately 17/5 = 3.4, i.e. we exceed the requirement236

of noise reduction of 2.5 as mentioned in the Introduction chapter.237
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Phase standard deviation (a) and coherence estimates (b) as a function of coherence

for different number of looks and the original NL-InSAR filter. NL-InSAR with our parameter

settings is comparable to a 17 × 17 Boxcar filter.

Coherence estimates obtained with small windows suffer from an inherent238

bias Touzi et al. (1999), which increases with decreasing coherence. Such biased239

coherence estimates pose a problem to the Minimum Cost Flow phase unwrap-240

ping algorithm, as used in the ITP, which relies on coherence-based weights for241

guiding the branch-cuts in low coherence areas. Figure 5(b) compares the co-242

herence estimates of the NL-InSAR filter with boxcar estimates and shows the243

advantage of using a higher number of pixels in the estimate. The simulation244

confirms that the NL-InSAR filter with the aforementioned parameter setting245

achieves an effective number of looks of about 17× 17 = 289.246

Figure 6 compares the coherence estimate of a 5 × 5 boxcar filter to NL-247

InSAR and serves as real world example for the reduced bias of NL-InSAR in248

low coherent areas, such as water bodies and forested areas.249

3. Shortcomings of the NL-InSAR filter when processing areas with250

Pronounced fringes251

The high noise reduction capability of non-local InSAR filter derived in the252

preceding chapter was also substantiated by our initial experiments Zhu et al.253
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Figure 6: Coherence estimates for the test site St Lawrence: Optical image c© Google (left),

coherence estimate of a 5 × 5 boxcar filter (middle) and estimate by NL-InSAR (right). The

grayscale from black to white indicates a coherence value of 0 to 1.

(2014a,b).254

The results of one of them is shown in Figure 7, which shows shaded reliefs of255

the TanDEM-X raw DEM (middle) and the improved NL TanDEM-X raw DEM256

(right) for a rural-agricultural site near the city of Jülich, Germany. The NL257

TanDEM-X DEM shows a significant higher number of details and remarkably258

less noise as evidenced in the flat areas.259

This preliminary but promising result suggests that one might apply such260

a filter straight away. However, with regard to global DEM generation, it is261

important that results of the same quality can be achieved for all terrain types.262

Through extensive simulations and visual inspection of various test sites with263

different height profiles we have found several shortcomings of the NL-InSAR264

filter for global DEM generation. Figure 8 shows as an example a zoom-in of265

three TanDEM-X Raw DEMs, one produced from data filtered by the standard266

boxcar kernel and the other two from the data filtered by two non-local InSAR267

filters.268

The higher resolution and lower noise level of the latter are obvious. Yet269

there are two effects of the NL-InSAR filter applied to interferometric data pairs270

in the presence of pronounced fringes, a minor obvious one and less intuitive,271

yet annoying, one. The obvious problem is that in case of a phase ramp the272
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Figure 7: Mixed rural-agricultural test site: Optical image c© Google (left), TanDEM-X raw

DEM (middle) and improved non-local TanDEM-X raw DEM (right).

similarity of patches drops quickly when the search patch lies “above” or “below”273

the target patch on the ramp. This is a consequence of the particular similarity274

measure which renders two patches different if they have a mutual constant275

phase offset, even if they are otherwise identical. The weight map narrows in276

areas of high phase gradient (see fig. 9, right, pixels 25 to 35) leading to a reduced277

number of effective looks. Note, however, that convolutional filters suffer from278

a similar effect; a phase ramp across a convolution kernel reduces the accuracy279

of the estimate, following a sinc-function in the case of a boxcar filter; in the280

extreme case, when a full 2π phase cycle extends across the averaging window,281

the filter output is only noise.282

A second unwanted effect is caused by the large search window of NL filters283

compared to the kernels of traditional filters. Large windows come with a larger284
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(a) Optical, c©Google (b) Boxcar

(c) NL-InSAR (d) NL-SAR

Figure 8: Zoom-in of a standard TanDEM-X Raw DEM and DEMs produced from NL-InSAR

and NL-SAR filtered data. Note (i) the strong noise reduction, (ii) the higher resolution (iii)

the staircase effect of the NL-InSAR DEM and (iiii) an increase in noise for NL-SAR along

edges between homogeneous areas.
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Figure 9: Monte-Carlo simulations of NL-InSAR filter results of a nonlinear transition between

a flat phase area (pixels 0 — 15) and a linear phase ramp. Search window sizes are 11 × 11

(left) and 31 × 31 (right). The bottom row shows the weight maps for different pixels (pixel

numbers 10 — 50 shown above weight maps), for convenient display rescaled to the same

size. Two effects can be observed: (i) In the flat phase area the weight maps are quite

homogeneous leading to a high effective number of looks L, while on the slope the weight

map shrinks according to the phase gradient. (ii) For large search windows the weight maps

become asymmetrically skewed to the smaller gradient in the nonlinear transition zone (pixels

15 — 25). This leads to a tendency to weigh the flat (or low slope) areas higher and down

weigh the steeper areas. The effect is a kind of overshoot of the filtered phase — part of the

reason for the staircase effect.

propensity to bias the estimate. This is especially evident for nonlinear changes285

of the phase (see Figure 9 which compares the results of two Monte-Carlo simu-286

lations for search window sizes of 11×11 and 31×31 and a nonlinearly changing287

phase).288

From Figure 9, right, it becomes obvious that the NL filter favors low gradi-289

ent phase functions, because the weight map gets asymmetrically skewed toward290

the area of the lower gradient, exaggerating nonlinear phase changes. Convolu-291

tional filters of a comparable spatial extent of the kernel show a similar behavior,292

but in the NL-InSAR filter this effect is amplified, as at every iteration the effect293

increases producing a significantly biased final phase estimate. In the Raw DEM294

generated from these NL filtered data this leads to terrace-like artifacts as seen295

in Figure 8. In image processing this artifact of iterative signal-dependent filters296
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is also known as “staircasing”, which is often employed to create cartoon-like297

images from real photographs by repeatedly applying a bilateral filter. NL-SAR298

is unaffected by these filtering artifacts but suffers from an increased variance299

at the border between two different homogeneous areas as a result of its bias300

reduction step. As we will show in later experiments it also tends to oversmooth301

the resulting phase and can thus preserve less of the original resolution.302

Since the terrace-effect only shows up in sloped terrain, a remedy would be303

to first demodulate the interferogram by a low-pass version of the phase. This304

low-pass phase can either be tapped off the filter after the first iteration or could305

be estimated in a separate pre-processing step. We will treat this problem in a306

follow-up paper. Here we focus on noise reduction and resolution. The terrace-307

effect, though, is the reason why we include the alternative NL-SAR filter from308

Deledalle et al. (2015) in our investigation. This filter avoids the terrace-effect,309

but has other disadvantages, as will be shown in the next chapter.310

4. Analysis of Non-local Filters311

We analyze two existing non-local filters, namely NL-InSAR Deledalle et al.312

(2011) and NL-SAR Deledalle et al. (2015), for their suitability to produce highly313

accurate DEMs and compare them with a conventional 5 × 5 boxcar filter. As314

mentioned in the introduction we use simulated phase step responses to assess315

the resolution of the filters. Since a phase discontinuity often comes along with316

some image features in reflectivity and coherence we simulated several scenarios317

to gauge the influence of reflectivity and coherence changes on the phase esti-318

mate. Note that in Figure 10 to Figure 14 the true values are delineated by319

solid lines and the estimation error is indicated as shaded areas, representing320

the 95%-quantile of the estimates.321

4.1. constant reflectivity and coherence (Figure 10)322

The boxcar filter shows the expected blur by the extent of its averaging323

window. NL-InSAR gives a better resolution of about two sample intervals.324
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NL-SAR blurs the edge even more than the boxcar filter. Also visible is the325

superior noise reduction capability of NL-InSAR as well as its better coherence326

estimate.327

Figure 10: Scenario with constant reflectivity and coherence. From left to right the results

produced by a 5 × 5 Boxcar filter, NL-SAR and NL-InSAR. The true values are delineated

by the solid lines, the areas in light blue show 95% percentile of the estimates. The improved

noise reduction that non-local filters provide is evident. However the result of NL-SAR shows

unacceptable smoothing of the edge.

4.2. constant reflectivity, step in coherence (Figure 11)328

The change in coherence skews the phase transition towards the higher coher-329

ence values for all filters, as these pixels add up more coherently when computing330

the weighted mean. For NL-InSAR the width of the transition is shortened com-331

pared to the scenario in Figure 10 whereas it remains largely the same for the332
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other filter and only changes its position.333

Figure 11: Constant reflectivity but step in coherence. The change in coherence skews the

phase transition towards the higher coherence areas for all filters, as these pixels add up more

coherently when averaging. For NL-InSAR the width of the transition is shortened compared

to the scenario in Figure 10, whereas it remains largely the same for the other filter and only

changes its position.

4.3. step in both reflectivity and coherence (Figure 12)334

A change in reflectivity additionally refines the weight maps of the non-local335

filters along the edge, leading to sharper transitions. The boxcar filter shows no336

improvement, due to its indiscriminate selection of pixels, and its performance337

actually worsens compared to Figure 11 as pixels with high coherence have also338

high reflectivity further biasing the averaging in favor of pixels on the right side339

of the edge.340
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Figure 12: Reflectivity, coherence, and phase (from top to bottom), all with a concurrent

jump, filtered by boxcar (left), NL-SAR (middle) and NL-InSAR (right). The change in

reflectivity additionally refines the weight maps of the non-local filters along the edge, leading

to sharper transitions. The boxcar filter shows no improvement, due to its indiscriminate

selection of pixels, and its performance actually worsens compared to Figure 11 as pixels with

high coherence have also high reflectivity further biasing the averaging in favor of pixels on

the right side of the edge.
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4.4. step in reflectivity and coherence but in opposite direction (Figure 13)341

As both reflectivity and coherence have not only an influence on the weight342

map, but also in the weighted means of non-local filters their influence can343

counterbalance given appropriate profiles. If they change in opposite ways as344

in Figure 12 pixels on the left of the edge sum up more coherently, biasing the345

average. This is offset by pixels on the right side due to their larger reflectivity346

in the weighted means, leading to a sharp and symmetric transition.347

Figure 13: For a jump in reflectivity and coherence, but in opposite directions, their influences

counterbalance leading to a sharp and symmetric transition for the non-local filters. In detail

the high reflectivity on one side of the edge negates the effect of the high coherence on the

other side when computing the weighted means, so that this scenario does not exhibit the

skewed transition as in Figure 12
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4.5. Reflectivity: rect-function, coherence: rect-function (Figure 14)348

Compared to the somewhat artificial examples in the previous figures, Fig-349

ure 14 shows a scenario that resembles more realistic reflectivity, coherence and350

phase profiles. We assume that lay-over areas of excibih higher reflectivity, due351

to multiple reflections, and lower coherence. To investiage the resolution and352

distortion at edges the phase profile is kept as a step function, even though in353

a real overlay scenario it depends on the reflectivity of the various reflections.354

Evidently both the boxcar filter and NL-SAR are incapable of retaining the355

resolution of the phase profile, whereas NL-InSAR produces a highly accurate356

and unbiased estimate.357

Figure 14: Scenario which resembles a lay-over area with increased reflectivity and lower

coherence. The phase is conveniently chosen to be a step function to investigate resolution

and distortion at edges.
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From the previous simulations it seems as if NL-InSAR fulfilled all the needs358

for generating a high resolution DEM. In particular, the filter results of a phase359

step suggest that NL-InSAR maintains the inherent resolution, i.e. the phase360

changes within one sample interval in most of the simulation scenarios. Since361

the original TanDEM-X resolution is in the order of 3m, the 6m resolution goal362

can be easily achieved. Yet when applied to real data we observed terrace-like363

artifacts in the generated DEM as in Figure 8. To show that these are indeed364

filtering artifacts and not features of the terrain we created a simple synthetic365

terrain using the diamond-square algorithm. Reflectivity and coherence (γ =366

0.8) were set to constant values for the whole image. Figure 15 shows the367

true and noisy phase, the estimates produced by the denoising filters and the368

difference of their results to the true phase. Clearly visible are artifacts for NL-369

InSAR along iso-height lines, which after phase-unwrapping would manifest as370

terraces in the DEM.371

Figure 15: Synthetic terrain; top row: true phase and filtering results obtained by 5 × 5

Boxcar, NL-InSAR, and NL-SAR (from left to right); bottom row: noisy phase and phase

differences of the respective filters to the true phase.
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Table 2: Test sites acquisition dates and locations

Name Acquisition date Latitude and longitude

Salar de Uyuni 2011-11-03 -20.043, -67.65

Munich 2011-08-19 48.33, 11.64

Marseille 2012-05-07 43.24, 5.50

Hambach 2012-10-31 50.86, 6.36

Table 3: Phase standard deviation in degrees for a flat and homogeneous area of the salt

flat Salar de Uyuni. NL-InSAR provides roughly a factor of three compared to the standard

boxcar filter.

unfiltered phase 5× 5 Boxcar NL-InSAR NL-SAR

56.10 12.51 4.64 3.76

5. 6m TanDEM-X DEMs372

In addition to the previous synthetic experiments we showcase in this section,373

that the aforementioned qualities and peculiarities of non-local filters also show374

up for real data by a careful selection of test sites, which Table 2 lists.375

The phase noise reduction of all filters is analyzed by an interferogram of376

Salar de Uyuni, a salt flat in Bolivia, almost perfectly flat and homogeneous.377

Table 3 shows the phase standard deviation in degrees for the unfiltered phase378

and the aforementioned filters for a selected area of 4, 000×4, 000 pixels with no379

discernible elevation and reflectivity change. Compared to the unfiltered phase380

the 5× 5 Boxcar filter reduces the phase standard deviation by a factor close to381

the theoretical value of five. NL-InSAR and NL-SAR further improve on this by382

a factor roughly equal to three and four, respectively, showing that the targeted383

noise reduction by a factor of 2.5 is achievable.384

To better grasp the improvements in DEM quality that NL-InSAR and NL-385

SAR provide we used both filters to generate 6m Raw DEMs. The 6m Raw386

DEM generation is identical to the standard raw DEM generation and uses the387
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aforementioned ITP of DLR Breit et al. (2010); Fritz et al. (2011), where the388

filters under analysis replace the default boxcar phase filter. In addition the389

DEM is geocoded to a finer 6 m grid to adhere to the HDEM specifications. For390

comparison we further provide the default 12m Raw DEM output of ITP which391

relies on a Boxcar filter for phase denoising.392

Figure 16 shows an optical image of a rural, agricultural area in Southern393

Germany and the respective DEMs produced by the filters, which show the394

improved noise reduction and detail preservation of non-local filters in compar-395

ison to the currently employed boxcar filter in the ITP chain. Since different396

varieties of crops are grown in the area, height changes are observable between397

the agricultural fields. As with the simulations of Figure 10 to Figure 14 the398

estimate of NL-InSAR exhibits much sharper edges than NL-SAR.399

For demonstrating the terrace-effect of NL-InSAR we selected a mountainous400

area near Marseille, France. Figure 17 depicts an optical image and the DEMs401

of the filters under analysis. Again the superior noise reduction and detail402

preservation of both non-local filters is evident, by looking at the buildings403

in the upper half. For hilly terrain though NL-InSAR produces a DEM with404

distinct terraces, which are visible as gray-level fluctuations due to the applied405

shading.406

One last example of the benefits of non-local filters over the Boxcar filter is407

highlighted by Figure 18, which shows DEMs of an open-pit mine in Western408

Germany. Many more details, such as the conveyor belts in the center, are409

visible in the DEMs generated by the non-local filters for two reasons: They410

drastically reduce the noise floor revealing structures that might have remained411

hidden otherwise and they don’t smooth small features and details as the Boxcar412

filter does.413

6. Conclusion414

We have shown that the quality of TanDEM-X Raw DEMs can be improved415

by about a factor of ten by applying the NL-InSAR filter with appropriately416
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(a) optical c© Google (b) Boxcar

(c) NL-InSAR (d) NL-SAR

Figure 16: Agricultural area with fields. Optical image c©Google and DEMs with shading

produced by a 5 × 5 Boxcar filter, NL-InSAR and NL-SAR. Clearly visible is the improved

noise reduction of non-local filters, which makes it possible to discern fields of different height.

From the resolution point of view the NL-InSAR filter is the superior one.
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(a) optical c© Google (b) Boxcar

(c) NL-InSAR (d) NL-SAR

Figure 17: Mountainous area. Optical mage c© Google and DEMs with shading produced by

a 5×5 Boxcar filter, NL-InSAR and NL-SAR. Again the non-local filters provide better noise

reduction, yet NL-InSAR produces an estimate with distinct terraces.
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(a) optical c© Google (b) Boxcar

(c) NL-InSAR (d) NL-SAR

Figure 18: DEMs of an open-pit mine in western Germany produced by a 5 × 5 Boxcar filter,

NL-InSAR and NL-SAR. Again the non-local filters exhibit a greater number of details and

less noise, yet NL-SAR smoothes some details in comparison to NL-InSAR.
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chosen parameters on the interferometric complex data. The NL-InSAR filter417

also produces a significantly less biased coherence estimates, which can ease the418

crucial and error-prone phase unwrapping step. We have observed and explained419

an unwanted terrace-like artifact produced by the original NL-InSAR filter. In420

a follow-up paper we will investigate possibilities to avoid this effect, e.g. by a421

special defringing pre-processing step. The effect of other filtering parameters,422

namely the weighting kernel smoothing h and the number of iterations, were423

also explained and shown in experiments, which are also generalizable to other424

non-local filers.425
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